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Pupil Voice 
Last term was extremely busy.  We spent a lot of time 
investigating Benhurst’s ‘Team Point’ system to work out ways 

that we could improve how the results are 
celebrated.  We began by designing the result 
posters so that they are more attractive and 
that the results each week are clear for everyone across the school to 
understand. We then decided to change how we celebrate the final totals 
each half term.  Instead of the results simply being announced in 
assembly, we launched a non-uniform day for the winning team each 
half term.  Congratulations to ‘Blue Team’ for achieving the most team 

points in Autumn 2.  We look forward to announcing the next winning team in February! 
 
Pupil Voice shared their class’ ideas on the theme for 
Children in Need’s non-uniform day and decided on 
pyjamas. We even held a very successful cake sale – raising 
nearly £400 for Children in Need!   

 
Members:   
George, Dolly-Rose, Peggy, Freddie, Nancy, Ella C, Mia, Ella, Mia, Louis, Florence, Jack, 
Sydney, Lily, Alina, Kate, Alex, Lucy, Dylan and Qiqi. 
 

Resolution Role Models   
Together, we enjoyed carrying out an assembly where we had the 
opportunity to explain our job roles and responsibilities to the rest of the 
school. Everyone knows where they can find us in the playground.  We 
spend a lot of our time playing with different children to introduce 
new games and have worked hard alongside the adults in our school to 
help solve minor disputes in the KS1 and KS2 classroom. 

 
Members:  

Sia, Luna, Stanley, Belle, Albert, Logan, Eliza, Ben, Tigerlily, Amber, Isabella, Evie and 
Violet. 
 

  



Science Ambassadors 
We are the Science Ambassadors and we are the newest group to join 
Pupil Parliament.  We had a very busy first term.  We began our 

role by visiting all the classrooms to 
investigate the Science displays.  We have 
spent a lot of time working out what we 
consider essential to supporting and 
promoting our learning.  We looked at prior learning, font size, 
key vocabulary, diagrams, challenges, work examples and so on.  

We have begun to put together a success criteria list but this is still being developed, for 
example, in January we are going to be looking at using symbols to show the different 
working scientifically skills that are taking place. 

 
We also organised a ‘Habitat’ 
competition.  Everyone was able to 
enter and show what they knew about 
habitats.  It could have been a 
photograph, a collage, an explanation 
or even building a habitat.  We had lots of incredible entries and we 
took our judging roles very seriously when selecting the winners.  Well 

done to everyone who took part and we look forward to setting our next competition soon! 
 

Members:  
Dua, Mitchell, William, Albie, Evie, Tristan, Jake, Courtney, Jasper, Tigerlily and Skye. 

 
Wellbeing Champions 

We have been seeing how dance and movement improves our wellbeing and mood. Some of 
us were quite nervous at trying this when we first started, but quickly got involved with the 
sessions. We have been learning the steps and movements to 
popular songs that are played at parties, which encourage 
people to ‘get up and dance’ like: The Macarena and the 
Cha Cha Slide. After each session everyone agreed that 
they felt in good spirits. We hope to encourage others to 
dance too! 
This half term we will be planning for a whole school activity for ‘Children’s Mental Health 
Week’ - 6th February – 12th February 2023, around the topic of ‘Express Yourself’. 
 
Members:  
Teddy-Lee, Elijah, Petra, Alfie, Kane W, Joshua, Emmie and Umayma. 
 
 



Curriculum Team 
We have been working on reviewing the first term of the new Benhurst 

Curriculum.  Everyone across the school has been very positive about the changes to the 
school's curriculum and are pleased with the new improvements.  They particularly liked the 
work that teachers have completed to organise 

visitors and trips, both locally and further afield.  Our 
team felt these opportunities made learning more fun and 
gave us a chance to share all the things that we have 

learnt. We felt that the lessons in Autumn Term were more 

interesting and exciting than previous lessons had been.  We 
do feel that there could be more opportunities for Art and 
DT learning so this will be our focus for Spring Term. We will update you on our plans 
soon. 
 
Members:  
Amber, Georgey, Alice, Martha, Rowan, Teddy-Lee, Elden, Millie-Rose, Charles, Willow, 
Amir, Willow, Jayden, Dolly, Mollie, Archie, Max, Amelia, Patrikas, Emily, Kacey, Amber, 
Ronnie, Dare 
 

LIFE Ambassadors 

The Life Ambassadors have had a very busy start to this 
academic year. We have received our Life Trust hoodies and 
have been working hard to think about all the different ways 
that we can promote courageous optimism, boundless creativity 

and heartfelt compassion to their peers. Most excitingly, we had 

the opportunity to meet all the other Life Ambassadors at their 

induction at Frances Bardsley Academy. During this Ms Spinks announced that we would be 

continuing our food bank work with the Trussell Trust. In 

December, we asked for donations from pupils to create festive 
gift bags. We wrote personalised labels for the bags and 
packaged up the food in LIFE Trust tote bags, donated by Mr 

Dutnall. Unfortunately, due to the snow, we were unable to 

deliver the gift bags ourselves, however Miss Beach was able to do 

it on our behalf.  All the staff at the foodbank were extremely 
grateful for our donations. We are now looking ahead to the 

Spring term and making plans for their next event. 
 
Members:  
Jessica, Elysia and Hooria. 
 



Travel Ambassadors 

The Junior Travel Ambassadors had a busy Autumn term! 
As well as discussing new initiatives for the new year, we 
delivered a fantastic presentation to the Reception children 
about Road Safety. We explained all the information 
carefully with examples and the Reception children asked 
great questions. 
 
This term, we are excited to extend our workshops to the rest 
of the Infants and to introduce exciting new resources to the 
rest of the school. Look out for the Junior’s Bikeability dates coming within the next term!  
 
Members:  
Sonny, Thomas, Matthew, Daniel, Elizabeth, Maddison, Lyriah and Scarlett. 
 

Outdoor Learning Committee 
Last term, we have spent a lot of time investigating different types 
of trees to place around the school grounds to improve our green 
spaces.  Together, we decided to order Crabb Apple, Hazel and 
Field Maple trees from the Woodland Trust.  We look forward to 
planting them when they arrive in March.  
 

This term, we are also going to start working towards achieving a Level One Royal 
Horticultural Society gardening award.  Watch this space for updates! 
 
Members:  
Rohan, Jules, Marreo, Safiyyah, Fox, Grace, Colby, Betty, Noah, Amelia, Victor and 
Jayden. 
 

Finally 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you all 
for your support for without you a lot of our work 
would not be possible.  
 
Don’t forget to contact a parliament member if you 
have any ideas or problems that you would like to raise.  
 

 
 


